
 NEVER sit, stand or ride on forks.

 SEVERE PERSONAL INJURY could result.  SEVERE PERSONAL INJURY could result.

 Pay close attention when using in areas of multi level floor.  USE ONLY in areas clear of all personnel and objects.

 Truck may lose control and result in overturn and fall of the unit and

 SEVERE PERSONAL INJURY could result.

 DO NOT use on slope or unlevel surface floor  DO NOT drive sudden acceleration, sudden braking and 

 Truck may lose control and result in overturn and fall of the unit and  a sharp turn
 could result in SEVERE PERSONAL INJURY  and damage to the unit  Cargo may lose balance and fall.  Unit may lose control and runaway.

 such as burnt motor etc.  SEVERE PERSONAL INJURY could result.

 

 DO NOT load one fork more than other and DO NOT load  KEEP AWAY from open flame when charging battery.
 tips on fork.  Handle battery after fully reading the instruction manual.

 Damage to the truck and SEVERE PERSONAL INJURY  could result.

 or DEATH could result.

 could result in SEVERE PERSONAL INJURY and damage to the unit

 KEEP HANDS & FEET CLEAR of rolling Wheels and under Fork

In this manual,  「Warning」, 「Caution」 are defined and specified as below.  Notice of Warnings are very 
important for safe operations.  As these are very  Important to protect operators from accidents resulting 
in  personal injury and death, and damage to property, so make sure to read thoroughly and understand 
fully before operation.

Warning Incorrect operation may result in serious injury or death of the operator.  

Caution Incorrect operation may result in injury and damage to the property.  
The occurence of the danger is lower than "Warning" articles.    

Explanation of Terms and Symbols

The specified act that should 
not be conducted.

Warnings and cautions that are possible 
to occur due to incorrect operation.





･ Make sure to turn off power when leaving the pallet truck, or not in use.
If battery is discharged to some extend, battery replacing could be required. 

･ Turn off power and push Emergency Stop Switch if not use pallet truck for 
long time

(However,  it is not recommended to use Emergency Stop Switch too frequently 
more than necessary which could result in malfunction)







･ Make sure to turn off power when leaving the pallet truck, or not in use.
If battery is discharged to some extend, battery replacing could be required. 

･ Turn off power and push Emergency Stop Switch if not use pallet truck for long time
(However,  it is not recommended to use Emergency Stop Switch too frequently more 
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If battery is overdischarged,  it is possible battery can not be charged any more.  
Always try to charge beforehand. 

・ Brake can be released in case truck can not drive due to malfunction, 
or battery discharge.  Insert accessary Screw into 2ea. open holes on 
the brake and screw in.  If screw is missing, use M4X40mm screw. 

・ After moving truck to battery charging station,  remove screw.
・ DO NOT try to move truck forcibly without releasing brake.  It could 

result in malfunction.



Even small malfunction could lead to accident.  If any abnormality is detected, STOP 
using the truck immediately, and report to managing supervisor, and DO NOT 
operate until truck is repaired completely. 

Spend enough time to try and touch each component and device to become familiar 
with truck before operating.  Even after became familiar, operate carefully and DO 
NOT operate recklessly.  Or it could result in fatal accident and damage to property.



Make sure Handle would return to upright position when handle is released.  If 
NOT, it is necessary to replace Gas Spring.

･ DO NOT load more than its rated capacity
・ Load center should be locaed as close as fork center
If overloaded, or operating lifting and lowering with biased (uneven) load,  it 
could result in malfuction of truck or load falling.  

･ DO NOT operate truck during charging. Or it may stop charging and damage truck
･ It takes about 8 hours to charge full. But it depends on battery conditions
･ Battery life is about 500 times full charge.  But it depends on battery conditions
･ DO NOT use battery charger other than genuine charger.  Or it may explode.



Make sure to turn off power (Key Switch and Emergency Stop Switch)  before 
battery replacing.  Also go to wide open area for battery replacing. 

Pay close attention not to damage battery cable when removing and installing 
battery cable. Or it could result in short circuit.



Battery size and capacity affects the operability and safety of truck. For better 
performance,  use genuine battery.

Uneven wear of fork wheel (load wheel) could lead to unstable operability and 
cargo falling.  Replace both sides wheels at same time when replacing fork wheel 
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